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Two-Line Stoxiggle Deepens Understanding

Sharpen Weapon Of
The Party's Press
As was pointed out in last month's Revolution in

the article on "The High Road Vs. The Well-Worn
Rut." one of the main characteristics of the Jarvis-
Bergman revisionists recently defeated in a major
struggle in the RCP was their economism and more
general pragmatism. For them it was not only un
necessary but wild "left-idealism" for the Party to
carry out broad political work aimed consciously
and consistently at the revolutionary goal of pro
letarian revolution, instead, all that was necessary
was narrowly "promoting the struggle"—seen by
them as whatever was going on this morning or
could be led by them this afternoon. Such a line
would rob a revolutionary Party of its very reason
for existence.

Not surprisingly, one important way the revi
sionist features of this clique became concentrated
was in struggle over the role of the Party press. This
.struggle, and the rupture with their revisionist line
generally, has enabled us to get clearer on this role.
While the Jarvis-Bergman headquarters never
dominated our Party's propaganda work except in a
very few local areas in their grip, they interfered with
thi.s work and in addition their revisionist, narrow
righli.st line had a tendency to fuse with spontaneous
rightist tendencies in the work of the Party general
ly. Not only has the defeat of these teachers by
negative example removed an obstacle, it has helped
the Party begin correcting errors in our own ranks.
This has laid the basis for important advances to

be made in our Party's press—in Revolution, in
our theoretical journal The Communi.st, and
especially in the local editions of the Worker
newspapers (17 of which are now published with
plans underway to begin several more soon). Start
ing with the May 1st issue, several of these latter
papers have begun publishing every two weeks in
stead of monthly, and the majority will be doing so
in the months ahead. And in every area the Party is
beginning to take important and needed steps to
strengthen the Workers' role in putting out our
Party's line to the broad masses of workers, in more
clearly, consistently and forcefully putting forward
the Party's revolutionary line, strengthening the
various foreign language sections, significantly ex
panding distribution and making the Worker, and
the Party press generally, a more integral part of our
Party's daily work.

A Revolutionary Weapon

What was the content of the struggle with these
revisionists over the Party press? In the broadest
sense it came down to the question—was the Party
press going to be a revolutionary weapon in the class
struggle or was it not? Was it to be seen and used as
a crucial weapon, or was it simply a kind of gar
nish—necessary only for decoration alongside the
"real" meaty work of promoting the daily struggle.
(According to the Mensheviks, we needed such
decorations because, after all, every Communist
Party is "supposed" to have a paper—including the
old CPUSA after which these top ex-CPers sought
to model their thinking and actions.)

If we could gel verbal agreement that the press
was to be a weapon, there was no agreement as to
what kind of a weapon the press, particularly the
Workers, should be. Was it. as these pragmatists
would have it, to be essentially a tool in simply
building today's struggles into tougher fights, or a
revolutionary weapon which, while promoting and
strengthening such struggles, concentrated on expos
ing every aspect of oppression and exploitation com
ing down from the imperialist system and thus help
ing broaden today's movement and pointing to pro
letarian revolution.

In the Fall of 1977 when the struggle between the
revolutionaries within the Party leadership, headed
by Comrade Avakian. and the revisionist Jarvis-
Bergman headquarters was becoming very sharp on
all fronts, an internal bulletin on the Worker, "The
Worker and Our Party's Tasks," was written under
the leadership of the Party's revolutionaries. This
bulletin spoke to the Party's line on the Worker
papers and many other questions and summed up er
roneous tendencies which—as has now become

Revolution
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clear—were being actively promoted in a factional
way by the revisionists.
While these top revisionists hated this bulletin,

they did not openly opposed it when it was discussed
on central leading bodies; in fact, they even voted to
approve it. Especially by this time, their factionaliz-
ing was very developed and they were laying low on
these bodies on many questions, hiding in wait for a
more favorable time, place and subject on which to
leap out and try to carry the day in the Party.
The Jarvis-Bergman gang have never yet written

down anything of substance in opposition to the
Party's line on its press. This is characteristic of their
particular form of opportunism and rightism. It
makes polemicizing against them more like squeez
ing a handful of slime than grabbing hold of a con
sistent—if opportunist—political line. But their line
on the press, especially the Workers, is clear
enough. All one has to do is look through the two
issues they have so far published of their paper,
which they call "The Worker." "

If one manages to stay awake, the general impres
sion that comes through is that the basic purpose of
this paper is to combine rah-rah for the spontaneous
struggle with writing about particular activities they
are involved in and organizing this month. It is in
this narrow, reformist way an attempt to "organize
the struggle."
From all this it is clear that what was involved in

the struggle around the Party press was at bottom a
question of what kind of Party are we going to
have—a reformist or a revolutionary Party. The in
troduction to the Worker bulletin made this clear
when it said, "Big changes are called for. This
means further changes in the content of the papers
as well as greatly stepping up their distribution and
use. But more fundamentally it means changes in
how we view and carry out our role as communists in
today's conditions, and how the Worker fits into
that."

Whether all the Party's work should contribute to
building a revolutionary struggle or mere reform,
narrow and immediate results—this has been a basic
dividing line between our Party and these revi
sionists on all questions, including the Party press.
Lenin put it quite clearly, " 'The movement is
everything, the final aim nothing'—this catch-
phrase of Bernstein's expresses the substance of revi
sionism better than many long arguments. To deter
mine its conduct from case to case, to adapt itself to
the events of the day and to the chops and changes
of petty politics, to forget the basic interests of the
proletariat, the main features of the capitalist system
as a whole and of capitalist evolution as a whole; to
sacrifice these basic interests for the real or assumed
advantages of the moment—such is the policy of
revisionism." ("Marxism and Revisionism," Col
lected IVorks, Vol. 15)

Tribune of the People

Our Party was founded in opposition to such a
reformist line. Again at the 1976 Central Committee
meeting it was emphasized, "We must conduct all
our work, in every struggle, among all social forces
and movements, as part of building toward the
revolutionary goal." Of course saying this in general
is not the same thing as carrying it out. Both the
1976 CC Report and the Worker bulletin gave
direction to implementing this revolutionary princi
ple. As the latter document put it, "This is not just a
moral injunction, it expresses a very clear political
task-a task most clearly expressed in exerting every
effort to be tribunes of the people."

This task, one closely connected with the tasks of
the Party press, was spelled out clearly by Lenin
when he wrote that a communist's "ideal would not
be the trade union secretary but the tribune of the
people, who is able to react to every manifestation of.
tyranny and oppression, no matter where it appears,
no matter what stratum or class of the people it af
fects; who is able to generalize all these manifesta
tions and produce a single picture of police violepce
and capitalist exploitation; who is able to take ad
vantage of every event, however small, in order to
set forth before all his socialist convictions and his
democratic demands, in order to clarify for ait and
everyone the world-historic significance of the strug
gle for the emancipation of the proletariat." {What
Is To Be Done?, Chapter 3, E)

Hitting at the pragmatism and economism pro
moted by the Mensheviks, as well as at spontaneous
rightism, the Worker bulletin posed the question,
"In our daily work among the mas.se.s of workers,
how do we mainly want to be seen by them—a.s mili
tant fighters or as 'tribunes of the people'? We clear
ly must be seen as both, but it is important to
understand that the second—tribune of the.

people—aspect is overall principle and why this is
so."

Of course there was no original stroke of genius in
all this. This was a point Lenin had made long ago,
and it was a point that the Revolutionary Union
(which formed the core of the RCP) had returned to
and developed throughout its existence—in struggles
against both "left" and right opportunism. But this
didn't faze Jarvis and Bergman. They had little use
for the theoretical contributions of the Revolu

tionary Union, or the Party for that matter.
Jarvis had a history of shunning Lenin's What Is

To Be Done? like a plague. Around the time of the
Party's formation he had scattered around the no
tion that this book wasn't really applicable to our
conditions because Lenin was writing about a two
stage revolution with the first stage being a
democratic revolution against Czarism. According
to Jarvis, all of Lenin's emphasis on political strug
gle, as opposed to emphasizing the economic strug
gle, was determined by these specific conditions.
While Lenin was writing under different conditions
than ours, these principles which Jarvis was attack
ing are clearly applicable (o our struggle.

In customary form, a hatchet woman closely link
ed with Jarvis in this revisionist clique openly
.screeched at a major meeting she had responsibility
for, "I wish I could burn What Is To Be Done?"\
She endorsed the idea of "lending the economic
struggle a political character" (explicitly attacked by
Lenin) while saying people shouldn't "use those
words."

As struggle was developed against economism
(which sees the struggle for economic reforms,
especially trade union skirmishes, as the most impor
tant struggle of the working class) the Jarvis-
Bergman bunch abandoned such openly economist
positions. But they never made any serious effort to
understand and apply the revolutionary principles
Lenin was advancing. This is clear both from their
downplaying of the importance of the Worker and
their view that its main task should be to promote to
day's struggles, and in the most narrow way.
The Worker bulletin put forward a different line,

"The Worker, as a newspaper, is a potentially
wide-reaching weapon of the Party in society as a
whole. In the day to day work of Party comrades,
while the Worker may assist in organizing a par
ticular struggle, that is not its main role. In such
work its primary importance is to assist Party
members, advanced workers and other supporters in
being 'tribunes of the people,' as they sell the paper
broadly to fellow workers." And, "as applied to the
papers' content, this means thai while they must
write about major campaigns and battles we are in
volved in, we must break with the tendency to write
mainly about ourselves. Their prime aim is to create
public opinion through exposures of the forces at
work behind every feature of political, economic,
cultural, scientific life."

Without the aid of such a newspaper, under to
day's conditions at least, it would be impossible for
our Party to carry out revolutionary work. It enables
Party members and supporters to "live in controver
sy" as they should—standing together with fellow
workers in their struggles and actively struggling to
advance their consciousness of the interests of the
working class around all of the key social questions.
From the time of the 1976 Central Committee on,

when the task of putting out the Workers more fre
quently was set, the Party's line was clear that the
main task of the Workers (and their main
weakness) was in carrying out political exposures.
And that this would make these papers interesting.
As Lenin said,
"Working class consciousness cannot be genuine

ly political consciousness unless the workers are
- trained to respond to ail cases, without exception, of
tyranny, oppression, violence and abuse, no matter
what class is affected. Moreover, to respond from a
Social-Democratic (communist], and not from any
other point of view. The consciousness of the masses
of workers cannot be genuine class consciousness,
unless the workers learn to observe from concrete,
and above all from topical [current], political facts
and events, every other social class and all the
manifestations of the intellectual, ethical and
political life of these classes; unless they learn to ap
ply in practice the materialist analysis and
materialist estimate of all aspects of the life and ac
tivity of o//classes, strata and groups of the popula
tion. Those who concentrate the attention, observa
tion and consciousness of the working class ex
clusively, or even mainly, upon itself alone are not
Social-Democrats." {What Is To Be Done?, Chapter
3, Section C)
And even this, of course, is not an end in itself.

For as the Party also pointed out, this is all part of
preparing for the actual overthrow of the capitalist
cla.ss.

Mensheviks' View of the Worker

These Jarvis-Bergman revisionists never made any
thorough break with their economism, or any at
tempt to grasp the essence of Lenin's or the Party's
line, except to oppose it. As if to confirm this, in the
few written pieces they have produced on the Party's
line since their split (including an editorial "Iii-
troducing the Worker" in Vol. 1. No. 2 of their
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Party Press...
Continued from page 3
"Worker") they never once mention, either in word or
spirit, the need to be tribunes of the people when lay
ing out their tasks. This is no mere omission, since the
point was stressed again and again in internal
documents and other forms before they departed.

In fact Jarvis' ideas on this point were set for a long
time. While the Party's line, as we said earlier, was
that political exposure was the main task of the
Worker, Jarvis had a different idea. For some time he
.spread around through his own informal channels the
notion that in order to relate to the present struggle of
the workers the heart of the Worker should be to

develop regular columns putting forward a line for the
struggle in major industries such as auto and steel.

In the summer of 1977 he even called a meeting at
the Party center, when Comrade Avakian was out of
town, to attempt to put over this line of his as
"guidance" for an upcoming meeting on these papers.
Fortunately, his guidance was rejected. While it was
unclear at the time (due to Jarvis' customarily jumbled
presentation) whether this was to be the central feature
of the papers or just the most important addition that
had to be made, it didn't matter much. Both are
wrong. (Of course by looking at these revisionists'
counterfeit "Worker," it is clear that he meant to
reduce the whole paper to reformist drivel.)

While the Party press must contain economic ex
posures and articles on key industrial struggles, such
articles by themselves will never produce a revolu
tionary paper or lead people beyond the bounds of the
struggle for economic reforms. Even if to such we were
to add propaganda about socialism, the most this
would produce is a reformist social-democratic
line—trade-unionism plus talk of socialism—a line
spouted occasionally even today by various union
hacks, including DAW President Doug Fraser.

All this is dead wrong, and was criticized many
times by Lenin who blasted those, reminiscent of our
revisionists, "who accuse us of departing from the
'class point of view'...who seek to persuade us to
abandon the many-sided campaip of exposure (i.e.
the widest possible political agitation) against the
autocracy and to concentrate our efforts mainly upon
the struggle for economic reforms (to give something
'positive' to the working class, to put forward in its
name 'concrete demands' for legislative and ad
ministrative measures 'which promise certain palpable
results')." ("Political Agitation and 'The Class Point
of View,' " Collected Works, Vol. 5, p. 339)

Especially after they split, the Jarvis-Bergman
bunch accused the Party of "abandoning the task of
fusion of socialism with the working class
movement," as Lenin laid it out. While we will have
more to say on this question in future articles, suffice
it here to say that these revisionists were not upholding
Lenin's ideas on fusion, but turning them upside
down. Lenin raised the task of fusion precisely in
direct opposition to the economists of his time, who
were abandoning the task of raising the level of the
working class movement to a political struggle.
To cover themselves, the Mensheviks accused the

Party of retreating. But the Party was not and is not
retreating from the struggle of the working class. What
these tail-enders are promoting is not "fusion" at all
but confusion of socialism with the spontaneous level
of the workers' struggle and a retreat from revolu
tionary struggle and revolutionary work.

Concenlrated Struggles—Broad Exposures

In opposition to tendencies in the Party to see all our
work narrowly as "building the struggle" the Worker
bulletin put out that our Party's work in the working
class should take place as the dialectical unity of "con
centrated struggle and broad exposures." The
WoRKER,s could not be mainly an organizer for
building particular struggles, but had to be
characterized by their broadness, their all-around
political character. As Lenin wrote in What Is To Be
Done?,
"We must blame ourselves, our lagging behind the

mass movement, for being unable as yet to organize
sufficiently wide, striking rapid exposures of all these
despicable outrages. When we do that (and we must
and can do it) the most backward worker will unders
tand, or willfeel, that the students and members of the
religious sects, the muzhiks and the authors are being
abused and outraged by the very same dark forces that
are oppressing and crushing him at every step of his
life, and, feeling that, he himself will be filled with an
irresistible desire to respond to this thing, and then he
will organize catcalls against the censors one day, ̂
another day he will demonstrate outside the house of a "
governor who has brutally suppressed a peasant upris
ing, another day he will teach a lesson to the gen
darmes in surplices who are doing the work of the Ho
ly Inquisition, etc." (Chapter 3, Section C )
While this is not the level of things today, the strug

gle will never advance to this point spontaneously
without our work, including the role of our press, con
ducting agitation and propapnda around all
"despicable outrages" and drawing the real connec
tions between them and the criminal rule of the
capitalist class.
The concentrated struggle aspect of this policy refers

to the need pointed to in the Party Programme to app
ly the "single spark method" to turn important strug-
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gles into campaigns of the working class. While this
does not negate the need to do agitation around many
questions, and to pay attention to and participate in
smaller skirmishes, it does correctly point to the need
to concentrate. Predictably, the Mensheviks have now
jumped on these and similar policies and formulations
to charge that we really mean to say that propaganda is
our principal task and this is a line of turning our Par
ty into a propaganda sect and for "preaching at the
people." This, they say, amounts to taking an idealist
view of the relation between struggle and con
sciousness. Let's examine this more closely.

First off, we should point out that if these revi
sionists want to criticize the RCP, they should also
criticize some other "idealists"—Lenin and Mao, for
example. Lenin blasted "the Economist conception of
'close organic connection with the proletarian strug
gle' "—i.e., tailing behind the spontaneous move
ment. He answered that "The principal thing, of
course, is propaganda and agitation among all strata
of the people." {What Is To Be Done?, Chapter 3,
Section E, emphasis in original)

He also said, "A newspaper is what we most of all
need; without it we cannot conduct that systematic,
all-around propaganda and agitation, consistent in
principle, which is the chief and permanent task of
Social-Democracy in general " ("Where To
Begin," Collected Works, Vol. 5, pp. 20-21)

Still more, we have the formulation by Mao: "First
and foremost create public opinion and seize power."
Come on, revisionists, why don't you blast Mao for
his "idealism"? (We know that, in essence, this has
been the view for some time now of the top leaders of
this clique and that they are presently sucking up to
those who are "re-evaluating" Mao Tsetung.)
Such quotes can be, of course, misused by

dogmatists to justify their contempt for and isolation
from the struggles of the masses and to bolster their
line of peddling their papers and forgetting all other
"diversions." These views have been combatted by the
RCP and the RU before it, and we oppose them today.
But several things need to be said.

First, we refuse to combat such views with
pragmatism and economism. Second, exactly because
we had sharply polemicized against such dogmatist
deviations and had made important progress in linking
up with the struggles of the workers, there were and
are strong tendencies in the Party to narrow down our
tasks to simply "building the struggle." Such tenden
cies were greatly encouraged by these revisionists. To
point to "overstressing" propaganda and agitation
under such circumstances would be, as Lenin put it,
"like wishing mourners at a funeral many happy
returns of the day."

In the contradiction between struggle and con
sciousness, struggle is basic and principal. So, too, in
the overall and broad sense, between building struggle
and carrying out exposures, struggle is decisive in the
Party's work.
Our goal is struggle—a proletarian revolution. And

more immediately it is through their own experience in
struggle that the masses learn (or can potentially learn)
far more than through simply "being told." As Lenin
said, "The real education of the masses can never be
separated from their independent, political, and
especially revolutionary, struggle." ("Lecture on the
1905 Revolution," Collected Works, Vol. 23, p. 241)
As we stated at our First Party Congress and reaffirm
ed at the Second, "it is through the course of struggle
that the masses learn', it is in changing reality that the
masses are able to learn more about it—and in turn
change it further, and more fundamentally."
But all this cannot be taken narrowly, as these revi-.

sionists would have it. There are many events we
should relate to primarily through agitation and prop
aganda—exposing the rottenness of capitalism. Last
year's New York City blackout is one example. The se
cond point is that the struck for proletarian revolu
tion is not identical to the Immediate struggle. And in
waging today's struggle our goal is not some sort of
adventurist or economist concept of doing "material
damage" to the enemy.
Any particular battle must be built to its fullest

potential, must be given tactical guidance, and we
must aim to win as much as can be won from the
enemy. But our most important objective in any such
struggle is to raise the class consciousness of the Strug-

REVOLUTION Price Increase

With this issue of the paper. Revolution has
increased its price from 25C to 50®. This price in
crease is necessitated by several factors: Besides
the general inflation which has affected the costs
of all the materials used in putting out the paper;
there has recently been an increase in postage
costs, and in addition there is our move, with this
issue, to typesetting and to publishing the paper in
two sections because of added length.

The subscription rate has been increased'from
$4.00 to $5.00 a year. All present subscribers will,
of course, receive a full 12 issues.

Even with this increase, the price of Revclu-
riON will not cover the costs of producing it.
Advertising, which is the main source of revenue
for bourgeois newspapers, contributes virtually
nothing to the costs of Revolution. Besides sales
of the paper itself, we continue to depend upon
contributions from members and supporters of
the Revolutionary Communist Party.
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gling masses. This is key both in bringing revolu
tionary understanding to the broad masses and in
training the advanced and building the Party so as to
prepare for the struggles ahead—especially the strug
gle for proletarian revolution. In fact it is our task to
divert the struggle from the spontaneous path it will
take, which will be reformist, and transform today's
struggle into a revolutionary struggle. This is impossi
ble without communist propaganda and agitation.
Lenin ridiculed the economists of his time who "at

tached more significance to the 'forward march of the
drab everyday struggle' " (as they put it) than to what
they termed the "propaganda of brilliant and com
pleted ideas" (See What Is To Be Done?, Chapter 3,
Section E) In the same section he also said, "Class
political consciousness can be brought to the workers
only from without, that is, only from outside the
economic struggle, from outside the sphere of relation-
between workers and employers. The sphere from
which alone it is possible to obtain this knowledge is
the sphere of relationship of all classes and strata to
the state and government, the sphere of the interrela
tions between all classes." "Only from without"!
Lenin is obviously four times more the "preacher"
than the idealist RCP!

Further, raising consciousness can never be reduced
down to what the revisionists say and mean—what can
be drawn out of one or a few particular struggles. The
Worker bulletin spoke to this question:

"The heart of the matter behind the stress we

correctly lay on struggle is stated well in the
following quote from (internal document]. 'If we
fail to recognize that in the daily struggle of the
workers lies the potential for the revolutionary
movement of the working class, then we will fail
to develop this potential into reality. If we do not
actively and militantly lead these battles then
there is no way we can lead the class to win the
whole war.' This kind of broad and sweeping
statement about the fundamental importance of
struggle to the work of the Party, about the
necessity of carrying out all our work overall in
connection with the struggle as opposed to
divorced from it and scornful of it, is a basic
point which must be grasped. But it cannot be
vulgarized to mean that all, or essentially all, of
our Party's work, especially agitation and pro
paganda, must be carried out in direct connec
tion with particular struggles.
"It is certainly true that generally in the midst

of struggle people are the most open to learning
all sorts of things, but those things cannot be
limited simply to how to view and wage the par
ticular battle. Neither can this understanding be
taken to mean that basically the only time or the
only way to carry out agitation and propaganda
is in the course of a particular struggle. While
agitation in relation to particular struggles is im
portant, if it becomes essentially all we do, then
we lose our revolutionary sweep, and fail into
narrow pragmatism where we cannot see beyond
the narrow limits of a particular struggle. In this
connection it is important to get clear on what
agitation actually is. As Lenin pointed out it is
not a call to action, but essentially using a single
event to present a single idea to broad masses,
enabling them to see the hand of the oppressor at
work, (though this may move the masses to ac
tion.)"
The wrong view of agitation criticized above was a

widely held tendency in the Party and was practiced
and actively promoted everywhere by these revi
sionists. The effect of this, perfectly consistent with
their line, is to reduce the role of communists to that of
"organizers" who attempt to turn every outrage into a
"Big Battle." Organizing such battles is a crucial part
of our work. But with their narrow view of "building
struggle" this clique could never grasp the fact that ob
jective conditions, the laws and big forces at work, in
evitably will propel far more people into struggle than
our hard work ever can (though such hard work on our
part is absolutely necessary and does play a role in
this). Communist leadership in struggle requires apply
ing the mass line, leading not only in the concrete
struggle but also in the struggle over lines and ideas
that goes on among the masses.
The crucial importance of the task of raising class

consciousness (together with the task of building the
Party) is brought out in the following statement by
Lenin, which was stressed in the 1976 CC Report,
"The task is to keep the revolutionary consciousness
of the proletariat tense and train its best elements, not
only in a general way, but concretely, so that when
popular ferment reaches the highest pitch, they will
put themselves at the head of the revolutionary army.
"The day-to-day experience of any capitalist coun

try teaches us the same lesson. Every 'minor' crisis that
such a country experiences discloses to us in miniature
the elements, the rudiments, of the battles that will in
evitably take place on a large scale during a big crisis.
("Lecture on the 1905 Revolution," Collected Works.
Vol. 23, p. 246)
From this perspective, it is clear why agitation and

propaganda is so important—agitation and prop
aganda that quickly and concretely from a strictly
Marxist point of view exposes the forces behind the
"minor crisis" of every sort. In this light, the real
revolutionary role that must be played by the Party
press stands out sharply.

Continued on page 14
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With their outlook, it is no surprise that this revi
sionist clique had great contempt for the struggle in the
sphere of ideology. This struggle is an extremely sharp
arena of the class struggle under capitalism (and also
after capitalism is overthrown). The capitalists have
whole industries concerned with it (movies, music,
newspapers and book publishing, etc.) and they con-
(faict much of their ideological work on this front
relatively independently of any particular battle going
<m at any time between them and the masses. On the
sarface of it, it might seem this would be an important
battlefront for the Party. Not so, according to these
revisionists.

In opposition to the line of the Party, put forward in
tlie Worker bulletin (as quoted earlier) that the main
role of these papers in the overall struggle is "in the
realm of consciousness and politics," this clique says,
"The task of the Worker is to stand with the people
and build the battles that they are in. " (emphasis add
ed) This is immediately contrasted to "preaching."
(fcom their "Introducing the Worker," Vol. 1, No. 2)
They also say in that article that the RCP "has given
(g) on figuring out how to fight the capitalists, the class
enemy, by uniting people behind a political line. Now
they take the struggle for granted and devote their
main efforts to criticizing people, in and out of the
RCP, for their 'non-RCP' ideas."

Besides the obvious lies about the RCP retreating
from the struggle and the distortion of ideological
struggle waged by and within the Party, the main thing
that stands out in all this is its incredible narrowness,
its reducing political line down to a question of tactics
and wiping out the role of ideological line entirely. Un-
fOTtunately, "leading the siruggje"—let alone making
revolution—is not so simple as this. As anyone who
has been involved in a sharp struggle can tell you—the -
miners' strike isn't a bad example—the struggle over
bow to sum up the struggle, what context to put it in,
aod which way to go is itself a class struggle—and a
sharp one at that.
As the article "Mass Line is Key to Lead Masses in

Making Revolution" (Revolution, Dec. 15, 1975) put
it: "At each point in the development of the struggle
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat must and will con
tend not only in the practical battlefield, but also in the
sphere of ideology.
"There is, and will be so long as classes remain, a

continual struggle between the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat over how to sum up the struggle, what
lessons to draw from each battle and what road to take
in order to change with the situation. To the degree
that the proletariat, through its Party, does not cor-
renly sum up this experience, does not correctly con
centrate the ideas of the masses, the bourgeoisie will,
through its political leaders and representatives, put
over its summation."

The articie goes on to point out how this requires
repeated experience and constant summation, and that
this struggle will grow even sharper as a revolutionary
situation emerges. Spontaneity pulls in the direction of
the bourgeoisie. As the articie says, "revolution will
not occur 'automatically.' "

It is impossible to carry out really revolutionary
political work without carrying out struggle in the
sphere of ideology. Capitalist propaganda such as
"Buy America," "Deport the illegals," or "foreign
competition is taking our jobs" must be exposed and
combatted in many forms—even when there is no im
mediate plan for a demonstration or other mass action
around these questions.
With a line like these revisionists', not only will

newspapers be reduced down to dull and flavorless
pablum and rah-rah, but the need for them, especially
lo comment on anything controversial or outside the
immediate struggle, will be completely negated.
For all this clique's posturing about being the

"leaders of big battles" and the "organizers," they
were pitiful petty reformers in this task too. While they
opposed developing the full role of the Party press
with arguments about how the Workers' task was to
"build the battles that they [the people) are in," they
Boated this task as well. If you wanted to use the
Worker, or any of the Party's propaganda, to help
ofganize or build a particular struggle—these revi
sionists were regularly found opposing and sabotaging
such work. According lo them, for the "organizers"
of a struggle to openly propagate the Party's line, to
distribute its literature broadly, to get that "burden
some" label of "communists" attached to them was
automatically "too left."
During the campaign against the 1976 USA

Ehcentenmal, this clique constantly undermined or li
quidated the distribution of the Party's literature—the
Worker, Revolution, and the Party's pamphlet on '
the subject—in areas under their influence. That,
batchet-woman who styled herself the queen of
UWOC (Unemployed Workers Organizing Commit
tee) told people to stop selling the Worker at
unemployment offices because this would supposedly
interfere with the work of UWOC and "raise its level
of unity" too high. No Party literature around
unemployment was developed under her leadership.
Previous to her ascendancy to the throne, Party com
rades and advanced workers in UWOC had found the
ways to distribute such literature broadly and generally
tnake efforts to develop the Party's independent role
while at the same time developing UWOC as a fighting

revolOtion

mass organization of unemployed workers. (When it
came to summing up the lessons of this work, this
"UWOC leader" produced several draft revisionist
theses for publication in Revolution. But this whole
effort ended in fiasco, with her grabbing some drafts
back and scurrying off with them (while she was still in
the Party], saying she was worried that, if published,
ihey would only stand as "teaching material by
negative example.")

After the Humboldt Park rebellion in Chicago in
1977, a lesser light revisionist who had responsibility
for the Party's work around this question effectively
stopped distribution of the Worker and a special
Worker leaflet in that neighborhood. In the typical
opportunist method of these Mensheviks, this was ac
complished by sabotage—never openly stating any
case against it to others outside their circle. But later,
in an appeal to the Party leadership against having the
word "communist" in the name of the Party's youth
organization, they made clear that they opposed it
because they felt being widely known as communists
would only isolate them.
The result of this was that nothing was consolidated

by them in this struggle, the Party literature did not get
out, and opportunists like the CP(ML), which sold its
paper and held a forum but in fact did nothing to build
the struggle, were allowed to parade around as "the
communists" while they peddled their opportunist
line.

In other situations, such as last summer's Pullman
strike in Chicago, comrades were criticized as "ultra-
leftists" for raising that even one person working ac
tively with the strikers should be selling the Worker to
them. The argument was that in the early stages of a
strike comrades should not be known as communists,
but only after the strikers began to trust them as
leading fighters. How any worker could "trust" so
meone who corresponded so perfectly to the
bourgeoisie's image of ".sneaky, hidden" communists
is beyond us.
The Worker bulletin spoke to this point when it

said:

"While tactics (including keeping jobs) must be
considered, it is generally a good thing, not a bad
thing, to be known as a communist by people,
even before much struggle goes on. There is no
'holy principle' mandating this in every case, but
as opposed to a mechanical narrow and rightist

" 'theory of stages' or making an absolute out of
'unfolding' understanding simply out of par
ticular struggle (first bring people into struggle,
then bring out politics) it is generally helpful to
carrying out all three objectives. Often it gets
harder, rather than easier, to bring out openly
where we stand in the course of a battle or after a

relatively long period of time of not doing so.
Patterns of our work and relations to people that
get set on one basis are often not so easy to
change. The more freedom we take on this, the
more we have.

"If we are known from the beginning as com
munists, then when struggle does break out, peo
ple are obviously more able to see for themselves
what the role of communist actually is, This is
clearly preferable to having this explained to
them after the fact. ('Oh, by the way...') it is
also true that if we are honest and bold with
where we're coming from people, though not all
will agree, will tend to respect that and check it
out more seriously if we act like we really think
we've got something important to say.
"Finally, if we're known as communists it

becomes easier to explain the relation between a
particular struggle we're in and the overall strug
gle because the question poses itself
directly—'Why are you involved?' "
In sum, for these revisionists using the Party press to

build the struggle was not only unimportant, sideline
activity—it was a potential and often immediate
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liability. Organizing a particular struggle certainly re
quires more than using the Party pres.s. In most situa
tions it is not even the main form of giving leadership
to the struggle. But it cannot be negated. "Building the
struggle" is not an abstract question, or separate from
the question of line. Struggle will always be built ac
cording to one line or another—whether this is con
scious or unconscious. Negating the role of the Party
press in organizing struggle was part and parcel of
these revisionists' attempt to negate revolutionary
work and the decisive role of line and replace it with
their concept of "great organizers make history."
There is another way in which the Party press func

tions as an organizer of the struggle and that is as an
organizer of the Party's work. Lenin spoke of this role
of a newspaper and described it as a "collective
organizer." Under our current conditions, this role is
played mainly by Revolution, the organ of our
Parly's Central Committee, which is intended mainly
for advanced workers and other Party supporters as
well as Party members.
Under the direction of the Central Committee and

its standing bodies, Revolution has a crucial rote to
play in directing the advanced forces, who are a key
lever to the broad masses. It is a tool of the Party in
applying the mass line—concentrating the political ex
perience of the masses and the Party members and tak
ing up the political question.s confronting them in wag
ing revolutionary struggle and returning this to them
to carry out the struggle in a more conscious and
unified way.

Revolution

Revolution plays its role as collective organizer by
giving leadership through line. As such it was increas
ingly foreign and irrelevlini to this pragmaiist and fac
tional clique, whose idea of "real leadership" was
something very different. Revolution was "just
ideas." To them Mao's teaching that "the correctness
or incorrectness of the ideological and political line
decides everything" had no real meaning. Their
method of leadership was exactly what the Chinese
Communist Party's 10th Congress described as Lin
Piao's method—wanting to "have everything under
his command and everything at his disposal." They
constantly went around central and local Party leader
ship and relied on private conversations with "key
people" or on their own "travelling road shows" of
organizers. All this did real damage to the Party's cor
rect methods of leadership.
These revisionists were also disinterested in Revolu

tion because it plays an important part in arming its
readers with the science of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought and with an understanding of the
basis for the Party's various policies. This task was
meaningless for this clique, whose method was to dish
out a few increasingly reformist policies and tactics to
the masses while theory (such as it was for them) was
kept the property of a few "geniuses."

Revolution did not, however, remain simply irrele
vant to this clique. Increasingly they came to oppose it.
Unable to struggle successfully for their line on the
Party's leading bodies, Jarvis-Bergman and Co. in
creasingly used their own channels to factionalize
against the Party's line.
As time wore on, this clique was unable to simply ig

nore Ri;voliition or dismiss it as a "safe" realm for
"idealists." On the basis of disciKssion on leading
bodies In the Party, Revolution increasingly began to
combat reformist errors and tendencies that these op
portunists were not only concentrating into their own
line but extensively factionalizing around within the
Party, Comrades throughout the Party began to take
up the task of criticizing and rectifying these errors.
This led the Mensheviks to whip up frenzied attacks on
key articles in Revolution which hit at righiism, even
while the top leaders of this clique mumbled mealy-
mouthed agreement with them on top leading bodies.
They particularly hated the articles on the Party bran
ches (August, September 1977), which pointed to
education in the Party's ideological and political line
as the lifeline of the Party's branches, pointed to the
importance of ideological work, and generally stressed
the revolutionary tasks of the branches in opposition
to economism and pragmatism, which this clique was
actively promoting. The vast majority of Party
members, even including many in Jarvis and
Bergman's social base, took up these articles en
thusiastically, but these revisionists whipped up sec
tions of their base to wildly oppose them and spout
things like—this isn't the line of the Party, it's only in
Revolution!

The.sc revisionists were also opposed to any revolu
tionary approach to the theoretical struggle, which is
an important part of the tasks of the Party press. To a
large degree this is concentrated in our Party's
theoretical journal, The Communist, but other Party
publications, including Revolution and to a lesser
degree the Worker, play an important role in this.
The article, "Theoretical Struggle Crucial Part of
Working Class Movement" (Revolution. January
1977), was a major blow at the lino this clique was
pushing on this question. Taking up an important
point in the 1976 Central Committee Report, this arti
cle pointed out that there were three—no\. just two or
one—forms of the class struggle, the theoretical as well
as the economic and the political. It stated that
"within the Party empiricism now represents a greater
error than dogmatism."

Continued on page IS
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Coalfields...
Continued from page S
spin"—meaning, will we be able to make a big splash
with this campaign.
Even in advance of a strike—and in the absence of

any "guarantee" that the miners would succeed in
waging one—it was important for the NUWO to take
up the contract battle, build it as strongly as possible
and sum up developments for the broadest number of
workers. But even while these Mensheviks were slip-
sliding around like a bunch of street corner hustlers
waiting to see if the strike was going to "spin," it was
clear that the miners would strike and that it would be
an important battle for the working class.
The Mensheviks failed to see what was at stake for

the working class in this battle. What they did not
grasp was that the aim of the bourgeoisie was to break
the resistance of the miners—both in order to increase
their profits and productivity in the coalfields, and to
make an example of them to the whole working class.
What they ignored or distorted was that the major

questions facing the'miners are the same ones that
workers all over are coming up against—and will even
more sharply in the future. "Can you fight such a
powerful enemy? Can the workers unite their ranks?
Can we win? Can we break through the chains of
sellout union leadership? Can't we just make peace
with the capitalists? What is the road forward for our
struggle?''
Given their outlook, it is not surprising that for

almost two months after the NUWO steering commit
tee meeting the Mensheviks blocked any nationally
organized work around the miners contract battle.
Some local chapters of the NUWO did break through
this and took the initiative, but nationally the work
was pretty well sabotaged while a couple of hotshots
watched for indications that things were "spinning" in
the coalfields.

Building "Support" on
Trade Unionist Basis

When the strike did develop into something the
Mensheviks could term "big and bad"—something
they thought they could pimp off—they did take up
building support for it among other workers. But their
idea of "support" was to timidly go out to the work
ing class on the narrowest, trade union basis. One
glowing example of this was in a leaflet they put out to
steel workers. The leaflet said they should support the
miners because the UMWA donated 51,000,000 to
help the United Steel Workers of America organize
back in the '40s and therefore steel workers "owe it to

the miners."

The miners' fight for the right to strike was impor
tant, according to these opportunists, not because the
struggle and victory on this issue would strengthen the
whole working class in its ongoing battles with the
capitalists, but because if miners got it, it would be
easier for the steel workers to get it. Of'course they
couldn't believe that workers would come forward to

support the miners on the basis of their broad class in
terests, they had to be appealed to on the basis of their
narrowest self-interest. Hey, listen up, George Meany,
you've got some faithful pupils here!
As the strike started, the Menshevik followers in the

coalfields always tried to take the line of least
resistance to the capitalists. They began by deciding in
advance that the miners weren't going to get out there

REVOLUTION

and do anything, and that it was too risky for the
Miners Right to Strike Committee to take any advanc
ed actions—tike a picket line or rally.

While there was some confusion within the Miners
Right to Strike Committee on how to begin organizing
rank and file struggle at the beginning of the strike,
and while the idea that a contract fight should be wag
ed by the union leadership in Washington had some
currency among the masses, it was clear what was
needed—and that was not to tip-toe behind the hacks.
But for the Mensheviks it was too dangerous (political
ly and to their careers) to do anything unless they had
the guarantee in advance of big turnouts and broad
support. Consistent with their line, in the course of the
fight and afterwards, they gave a big play to district
and local union officials who they credited with pro
viding leadership for the strike. How much more
respectable and "legrtimate" they think they must
seem by being able to praise officials!
As the strike went on and the struggle inside the

RCP came to a head, the narrowness and pragmatism
of the Mensheviks in the coalfields degenerated into
outright crimes against the masses, in a desperate ef
fort to build their own puny clique. Their "big gun"
(actually he was more like a toy pistol) misap
propriated Committee funds, dishonestly tried to raise
money in the name of the Committee (putting a dif
ferent address out as that of the Committee), tried to
build actions in direct opposition to events and actions
that had been democratically decided on and planned
for by the Miners Right to Strike Committee as a
whole, and backed off and tried to change the Com
mittee's stand on the main demands of the rank and

file as soon as he saw that it meant a real fight.
He was finally expelled from the Committee when

all of his outrageous nonsense came out after the
strike. As the resolution of the Committee on kicking
him out summed up his role: "It adds up to a real at
tempt by a self-seeking misleader to take a fighting
rank and file organization and turn it to the purpose of
building his own self and his little group of sidekicks.
The working class, the rank and file miners, and the
Miners Right to Strike Committee have no use for this
kind of low-life. And it's on this basis that we expel
him. Good riddance!"

Key Importance of Line

Since the RCP was formed the revisionists emerging
inside the Party complained and whined about how the
revolutionary communists in the RCP were "too con
cerned about line." One of their biggest criticisms of
the Party's work in the Miners Right to Strike Com
mittee was that it suffered from what they panned as
"correct-Iinism," their term for the struggle to grasp
and put forward a line which represents the fullest in
terests of the proletariat, rather than their own nar
row, self-serving drivel.
Soon after its formation the Party's revolutionary

leadership unfolded struggle and education aimed at
combatting the economist and pragmatist trend—par
ticularly through a series of articles and campaign
around the mass line—stressing that the mass line is
not a mirror to reflect the masses' spontaneous
understandings but a weapon based on revolutionary
science and the underlying laws of class society. Tak
ing up the struggle to grasp Marxist-Leninist theory
and repudiate opportunism is a key element in enabl
ing the Party to develop the correct political line and
lead the masses forward.

But, for the Mensheviks, taking up the theoretical
struggle was merely a "diversion." They couldn't

Party Press...
Writing a few months later in an internal document

in an area under the grip of these revisionists, a glib-
tongued, empty-headed hack in their clique wrote the
following about the "progress" on their local
WoRKKR. which he headed up: "In the [1976] CC
Report, it says we are not good enough at exposure,
and that our low theoretical level holds us back. This is
true. But the gaining of theory can't be separated from
fighting idealism and metaphysics. The paper had to
root itself in the real world, the objective contradic
tions and struggles. Only by doing this could the ques
tion of theoretical level be raised in a- real and not
abstract way." (emphasis-added) That was one big
"but." This hackneyed honcho wa.s openly opposing
the line of the Central Committee, and expressing this
clique's characteristic haired for the theoretical strug
gle. Any form of rational knowledge is just "abstract"
to them, and ideas—at least correct ones—are
"idealism."

For this reason this clique never seriously took up
the theoretical struggle in general, nor did they take a
revolutionary approach to the theoretical jour
nal—though they would occasionally dabble in it.
Their social base was an unholy alliance of pragmatists
plus a few dilettante intellectuals who would flit about,
gathering a smattering of knowledge and isolated facts
to impress others with their "expertise" and produce
an incredible mishmash of various schools of
bourgeois thought with a "Marxist" coloration. Jarvis
and Bergman personally combined and concentrated
both pragmatism and dilettantism. As Marx said of
Proudhon. "he seeks to be the synthesis, he is a com
posite error,"
The Party's press is a potentially powerful weapon

in all arenas of the class struggle. Further developing
this role goes hand in hand with further strenthening
the Party as the revolutionary vanguard-of the work
ing class. Now that our Party has won an important
victory in smashing the Jarvis-Bergman clique we can
continue to learn from their negative e.xample, root
out similar tendencies in our own understanding, and
move forward in this important task.

In the book The History of the Communist Party of
the .Sov/er Union. Stalin said, "A whole generation of
the revolutionary proletariat was reared by Pravda [a
ma.ss working class paper of their party]." (p. 153)
While this dpes not describe today's situation in our
country, the future holds vast potential. With the vic
tory against this Menshevik clique and its petty refor
mist and thoroughly revisionist line, through deepen-

, ing our grasp of the correct line and revolutionary
work based on it, and with the further development of
the objective situation, we can make big strides. On
this question—no doubt earning again the label of
"idealists," a label we proudly wear when pinned on
U-S by revisionists for fulfilling our responsibilities as
the proletariat's revolutionary vanguard—we would
like to quote Lenin:
"We should dream... 'There are rifts and rifts... My

dream may run ahead of the natural march of events or
may fly off at a tangent in a direction in which no
natural march of events will ever proceed. In the first
case my dream will not cause any harm; it may even
support and augment the energy of the working
men.. .The rift between dreams and reality causes no
harm if only the person dreaming believes seriously in
his dream, if he attentively observes life, compares his
observation with his castles in the air, and if generally
speaking, he works conscientiously for the achievement
of his fantasies. If there is some connection between
dreams and life then ail i.s well.' Of this kind of dreant-
ing there is unfortunately too little in our movement."
(What h To Be Done?. Chapter 5, Section B)B
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understand the '76 CC Report when it said, "The role
of theory in building the revolutionary movement of
the working class is crucial... Because capitalism can
not be overthrown and abolished with spontaneity, by
the working class on its own, without theory to guide
it, and the Party cannot lead the working class in
achieving this without waging the theoretical struggle,
together with the economic and political." Without
this understanding, the "linking up with struggle" that
the Mensheviks yell about can only mean tailing along
with their eyes glued firmly to the backs of the masses.
The article "Miners' Struggle at a Crossroads," in

the December. 1977 issue of Revolution, particularly
incensed them. This article was a real contribution to
the work of communists and other conscious forces
because it was an accurate summation and concentra
tion of the key problems and questions that had arisen
out of the struggles of the miners themselves and of the
work of Party members to develop the struggle of the
miners as part of a class conscious and revolutionary
movement of the working class. The Mensheviks in the
coalfields would have been too exposed at that point to
oppose the article altogether.

Instead they criticized it by saying, "It's OK as far
as it goes, but it doesn't give enough particular
guidance on building the struggle." Their "criticism"
exactly missed the point of the "Cfossroads" article,
that the crucial thing that miners and the whole work
ing class have to grasp is not just that you have to fight
the effects of exploitation, but that the fight must
become increasingly a class conscious fight against the
whole capitalist system, that under the leadership of
communists the struggle must become a struggle
against all oppression and the system of wage slavery
itself.

The article spoke directly to many of the questions
miners were raising about what the hell they were ac
complishing by their constant guerrilla war with the
coal bosses. It explained the vital importance of these
day-to-day battles thalThe working class must fight to
keep from being driven down to the level of a "mass of
broken wretches." It made clear that it is not enough
to "build the struggle, build the struggle." "It is exact
ly in the tremendous upsurge of struggle that it
becomes clear again that building the day-to-day strug
gle as an end in itself is a dead-end. The problems of
workers everywhere are not solved by one piecemeal
reform after the other, but by building an increasingly
revolutionary workers movement that recognizes the
face of its enemy, recognizes and struggles against all
oppression and aims at the overthrow of the system
itself."

The Mensheviks complained that this was Just more
"left idealism," that the "Crossroads" article did not
give enough "particular guidance" for the work and
merely left the cadre demoralized and thinking they
should not be involved in the day-to-day struggles of
the working class. Bull! They knew what the Party's
revolutionary leadership was calling for—and they op
posed it.

Their line was to keep the workers riveted to the
day-to-day economic battles. They opposed the slogan
"Workers Unite to Lead the Fight Against All Oppres
sion" and in fact dropped it as soon as they left the
Party. They opposed any real effort to point to the
system of capitalism as the chain around the necks of
the workers.

In a rag they fraudulently call the "Worker" the
Menshevik headquarters did not even mention the
capitalist system in their so-called "sum-up" of the
contract strike. The significance of this strike is sum
med up as being simply that the miners fought hard
and resisted the bosses' attacks. Then they run out
their gem on what the lessons of this strike are for the
miners: "What the strike pointed out was the need to
fight in an organized, unified way...The need for
rank and file mine-to-mine organization has never
been clearer. The need to strengthen the union, roll
over the bloated toads at the top and fight in the
miners' interests remains." Certainly true, but left
there how is this summation any different from mili
tant trade unionism?

Finally, they conclude that the miners strike was a
"glimpse of the future." What was this future they en
visioned for the working class? A future of endless,
bigger and badder trade union struggles. Not one word
which would assist in building these struggles in a way
that will lead to the smashing of the treadmill of
capitalism and the overthrow of the capitalist class.
The irony of the Mensheviks' line of "build the

struggle, build the struggle" is that their contempt for
the masses—their unshaken conviction that the masses
can't grasp revolution—leads them to backing off
from the struggle altogether. These misfits never did
do any work in their home UMWA district. In the face
of heat from the union hacks and the bourgeoisie,
their response was to run off. often hundreds of miles
away, under the pretext of "leading the struggle."

Unity of Opportunists

Not surprisingly, these Mensheviks have a great deal
of unity with other opportunists and agents of the
bourgeoisie masquerading as "communists"—in par
ticular the revisionist Communist Party (ML), but also
the older revisionist CP and something called the
Communist Labor Party (formerly CL). Not only dO'
they unite with the CP and the CP(ML) in slandering
the Miners Right to Strike Committee and the work of
the Party, they do It from the very same basis.

Continued on page 18
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